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AGAINST PEOPLE AGAINST PEOPLE 
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Opening, Thursday, 22 September, 7-10pm 

Rob Blake’s AGAINST PEOPLE AGAINST PEOPLE is East of Elsewhere’s inaugural exhibition. 
The show consists of five sculptures made of steel, bicycle wheels, spray cans, pink paint balloons 
and other found material. With traces of assemblage and a nod to minimalist sculpture, the works 
imply a sense of urgency, as if they had to be made no matter the materials available. Created in 
response to the Alternative for Deutschland’s (AfD) posters plastered around Berlin, these works 
are also functional vehicles to launch pink paint. Blake fills spray cans and balloons with pink 
paint that alludes to the shade used by the Nazi Party to identify gay men in the Third Reich. 
Until the election on Sunday, September 24, Blake invites viewers to borrow a sculpture and take 
it to the streets. Thus the sculptures will continue to evolve as they are borrowed and returned, 
accumulating marks of use.  

Blake’s artistic practice often investigates or invites interaction between people. In a recent 
project, he created posters for fictional events with like a dog show in the park or a four-on-four 
basketball tournament. Blake did not attend the invented events, interested instead in the 
possibility of staging an unknown encounter. Against People Against People also evokes a potential 
encounter — between paint and AfD poster, between citizen and alt-right. The works are a call to 
action. Each is an expression of anger. They invite the viewer to take a stand, or if not, to 
acknowledge apathy.  

With their angular lines and crude welding, the sculptures seem to dare the viewer: challenging 
her to seize a piece and take it to the streets. The tacit invitation in these works is, however, 
essentially ambivalent: they are tools hampered by their status as art objects. The anachronistic 
design begins to subvert their nominal purpose, as if to anticipate their insufficiency.    Ultimately 
these pieces insist that the viewer consider how to to respond to incipient nationalism. Against 
People Against People raises questions about free speech and the alt-right, but denies the comfort 
of intellectual inquiry, instead demanding action.  

Rob Blake (b.1984, Leeds) is a British artist and filmmaker based in Berlin. He received a B.A., in Sculpture 
& Environmental Art at Glasgow School of Art (2007) before going onto Leeds College of Art to study 
Design for Digital Media (2010). He has exhibited his artwork in the UK and Germany, and as an award 
winning filmmaker he has made many short films, music videos and commercial projects.  
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